
Journal Prompt 

 

1. The theory of muted groups claims that whoever is dominant in a social hierarchy has the 

power to shape everyone’s perception via language. Can you think of an experience in 

which the dominant social group labeled yourself or someone you know? Did the label 

stick? 

 

2. Discuss the difference between the semantic and pragmatic meaning behind someone 

saying, “You look tired today.” 

 

 

3. YouTern is an intern matching company that has been recognized in the Wall Street 

Journal, Forbes, and USA Today. YouTern has an associated blog that covers a host of 

beneficial professional topics for students. Read How to Ace Your Next Phone Interview 

and Get Hired and answer the following questions:  

 

http://www.youtern.com/thesavvyintern/index.php/2011/06/28/how-to-ace-your-

next-phone-interview-and-get-hired/  

 

a. Based on the chapter discussion regarding conversational maxims, how can you 

ensure that you provide the “right” amount of information in a phone interview?  

b. How can you relate what you say to the topic being discussed? What do you 

think the interviewer perceives when the candidate goes off on a tangent?  

c. How can job candidates and interviewers rely on the cooperative principle of 

conversational maxims?  

 

4. Practice mindfulness during two conversations this week. Pay close attention to what is 

happening in the conversation and work hard to understand your conversation partner and 

yourself. Write down how the communication is impacted or altered from your usual 

pattern.  

 

http://thesalesblog.com/blog/2012/04/15/how-to-ask-for-the-deal/  

 

5.  Do men and women communicate differently? Author Tara Mohr says that women undermine 

themselves by using words like “just,” “actually,” and “just a minute.” If you are a woman doing 

this activity, review the article and discuss whether you agree with the author’s assertions. Are 

there ways that you could make your communication more empowered and assertive? If you are 

a male doing this activity, share the piece with a woman in your life and document her opinion 

about it.  

 

http://www.king5.com/new-day-northwest/8-Ways-Women-Undermine-Themselves-

145772575.html  
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